
 

2016 Media Opportunities. 

An Un-Conference for  
Creative Women.



Our names are Ngaio and Alex and we are the Co-Directors of Make Nice.

The inaugural Make Nice to occur in 2016 is a gathering for women in the creative industries 
to build community, create mentorship connections, and share knowledge and resources. 
Differentiating itself from other conferences, the intimate environment at Make Nice will 
provide practical advice, promote the importance of a thriving and supportive environment 
for creative Australian women, facilitating an ongoing dialogue for the continued exchange 
of ideas in-person and online. Make Nice is as much about sharing knowledge between 
pioneering creative women during round-table discussions and practical presentations, as it 
is forming valuable and genuine relationships with other attendees.

Make Nice offers an industry specific experience in an inclusive location that values and 
invests in community, collaborations, and creative thinkers. Attendees can engage in 
keynote talks, panel discussions, and round-table sessions, as well as building genuine 
connections and sharing stories between scheduled events. Make Nice is a unique 
opportunity to contribute to the contemporary ecology for female creatives in Australia, and 
help provide a supportive network for future collaborations, dialogue, and learning.

Read on to find out more...

Ngaio and Alex

Hi there.



International Presenters.
Homegrown Perspectives.
All Female Voices.  
 
Differentiating itself from other conferences, the intimate environment at Make Nice will 
provide practical advice for working in the creative industries, promote the importance of a 
thriving and supportive professional ecology, and foster ongoing dialogue for the continued 
exchange of ideas. The Make Nice 2016 line-up features graphic designer Leslie David 
(FRA), art director Adi Goodrich (USA) and photographer Elizabeth Weinberg (USA) who 
join homegrown contemporaries like Vivid Ideas director Jess Scully, designer Suzy Tuxen, 
journalist Elize Strydom, editor Brodie Lancaster and Head of Art, Niccola Phillips. 

How do you Make Nice?

The un-conference is a participant driven, knowledge sharing model with those who 
have a high level of expertise in their field. The three day program will feature keynote 
presentations, as well as panels, speed ideating and round-table discussions. Attendees 
will have the opportunity to interact with the inspired women around them with ample down 
time to share meals and socialise. 

Topics will range from refining creative processes to invisible economies or establishing the 
elusive work-life balance. In-between sessions will be spent getting to know our female 
allies - sharing stories from the trenches and invaluable lessons learned as a leading female 
in their field.  

The format.



We want to provide a relaxed environment for (but not limited to) graphic, interior, and 
fashion designers, curators, artists, freelancers, producers, photographers, artistic 
directors, writers, stylists, and illustrators.

A partnership with Make Nice will give your organisation the opportunity to reach a 
desired target audience of established creative professionals and industry influencers with 
disposable income.

The creatives.



Ngaio and Alex have been creative colleagues from 2010. Supporting each other with each 
new direction their practice takes, they have been inspired to create a platform for growing 
positive female networks. This platform is Make Nice. 

Ngaio Parr is an independant Designer, Illustrator, and Curator. After working on programs 
and engagement within public art institutions and taking on the role of gallery manager at 
Milani Gallery, Ngaio now runs her multidisciplinary studio - working on publication design, 
illustration, visual identities, and set design - amongst other things. She holds a Bachelor 
of Design from the Queensland College of Art and the Rhode Island School of Design, and 
a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the Queensland University of Technology. Ngaio is also a Tutor 
for the School of Design and Architecture at the University of Technology Sydney, and is a 
contributor to Women of Graphic Design.  

Alexandra Winters Is a multidisciplinary artist that has travelled internationally pursuing 
a self-directed approach to professional development and arts education. From 2014 
Alex has been a Social Media Coordinator for U.S based social practice conference Open 
Engagement and the Curator and Exhibitions Coordinator at Brisbane Powerhouse. She has 
recently completed a Masters of Creative Production and Arts Management with Distinction 
from Queensland University of Technology and has a Bachelor of Fine Art with Awards from 
Queensland College of Art. In 2016 Alex will be delivering the inaugural Make Nice, as well as 
returning to the US for Open Engagement and delivering a provocation for a panel discussion 
‘Utopia and the Institution: Socially Engaged Art Practices in the 21st Century’ for the 
Australian Performing Arts Market.

Who Makes Nice?



Your organisation joins Make Nice. What’s next? 

Make Nice was born from a place of community, a love for the creative arts and a strong 
desire to see our fellow female contemporaries succeed. Our aim is to provide a space 
where like-minded professionals can gather to discuss current issues, provide practical 
advice and create a dialogue.

In its inaugural year, we are committed to extending our reach as far as we can – so that 
women who are interested in our message have the opportunity to attend and forge 
professional and personal relationship goals.

This is where we need your help. 

By joining Make Nice as a media partner, your organisation will gain from:

- reaching a highly desired target audience that aligns with your brand values,
- demonstrating your culture of open-mindedness, engagement and community support,
- committing to an endeavour that challenges the current gender-split norm both in   
   creative, industries and in society, and
- showing generosity and support to a new concept in its inaugural year by becoming a  
   Founding Member.

The Partnership

Make Nice would like to offer you one of three levels of partnership within our spectrum 
as either a Media Partner, Providing Partner or Supplier. 

How do I Make Nice?



As a partner of Make Nice, you will gain:

- presentation rights to a session within Make Nice that supports the partnership and  
   alignment, and reinforces key messaging (Media Partner only),
- strategic branding through the overall un-conference campaign and publicity reach,
- a platform for immersive and rewarding experiences for your staff, clients and readers  
   through ticketing and invitations to Make Nice and its events,
- opportunities to further leverage the partnership through strengthening networks and  
   generating a sales pipeline with other stakeholders, partners and attendees,
- opportunities to work with Make Nice to curate tailored engagement or communication  
   to your target market (Media Partner only),
- opportunities to gain exclusive access to international keynote speakers and Make Nice  
   media access (Media Partner Only), and
- be a Founding Partner of Make Nice (Media Partner and Providing Partner only).

Friends with benefits.



Exclusivity

Media Partner opportunities are limited to five organisations for the inaugural Make Nice 
in 2016. 

Presenting Rights

You would have presenting rights to one Make Nice session that supports the partnership 
alignment. Marketing materials and collateral specifically relating to the event will be 
accompanied by logo attribution or presenting line text. You will also be verbally thanked 
whenever appropriate during the session.

Upon discussion with Make Nice, the presenting rights to a session could include:

- speaker/notable of your choice giving the opening and closing remarks,
- tickets to attend the session,
- a competition for your readers to attend,
- putting forth a speaker to be included in the round-table (if applicable),
- exclusive media access to keynotes or panelists for a one-on-one interview, and
- hosting your own event post-session that aligns with the content of the session.

Brand Exposure

You will be acknowledged as a Media Partner of Make Nice via logo recognition on the 
Make Nice website and any marketing materials that are printed. You will also have 
inclusions across Make Nice’s social media platforms, e-newsletter, PR and overall 
marketing strategy. 

In addition, you will have the opportunity to display signage and messaging at Make 
Nice events and sessions. As Partner you are to provide pre-approved pull-up banners, 
signage or other agreed upon materials. This could include displaying current issues of 
your magazine or including them in the Make Nice Welcome Bag (if applicable). 

Further opportunities for brand inclusion are open to discussion if there are specific 
brand values you are aiming to promote. 

A - Media Partner.



Stakeholder Engagement

You will receive invitations and tickets to a selection of Make Nice events, which can 
be used for hosting staff, clients or readers. You might take this opportunity to run a 
competition with the tickets.

Additionally, in our inaugural year we would like to offer our founding Media Partners 
the opportunity to curate an affiliated event that will sit within Make Nice 2016 as a 
supplement to our current program (pending availability). This event could take various 
forms depending on what goals you’re hoping to achieve with our brand alignment. We 
are open to discussion to determine the best form of collaboration between both parties. 

For your reference, ideas we have had include: 

- present your own shortened panel (topic must be on brand for Make Nice), and
- an exclusive keynote sit-down opportunity for a select group (pending availability).

Networking and Sales

Make Nice encourages all partners and sponsors of the Un-Conference to discuss, 
collaborate and leverage their involvement through additional marketing activities and 
promotional channels with each other. 

We suggest you develop a special rate or offer for Make Nice partners and stakeholders 
to consider when planning either promotional activities or engagements.

Tailored Engagement

A partnership with Make Nice includes dedicated marketing or communication activity 
to highlight the event, the partnership alignment and increase public awareness. This 
might be collateral, a promotion with integrated brand messaging or advertising contra 
distributed in the lead-up to the event. 

Tailored partnership activities may require additional cash or in-kind investment from the 
partner, pending the promotional media chosen. 

A - Media Partner continued.



Exclusivity
 
Providing Partner opportunities are limited to 10 organisations in our inaugural year.
 
Brand Exposure
 
You will be acknowledged as a Providing Partner of Make Nice via logo recognition on the 
Make Nice website and any marketing materials that are printed. 

You will also have inclusions across Make Nice’s social media platforms, e-newsletter, PR 
and overall marketing strategy. 
 
Stakeholder Engagement
 
You will receive an invitation to the opening night event, and will also be able to access 
our discounted VIP price for tickets (until allocation is exhausted).
 
Networking and Sales

Make Nice encourages all partners and sponsors of the Un-Conference to discuss, 
collaborate and leverage their involvement through additional marketing activities and 
promotional channels with each other. 

We suggest you develop a special rate or offer for Make Nice partners and stakeholders 
to consider when planning either promotional activities or engagements.

Tailored Engagement

A partnership with Make Nice includes dedicated marketing or communication activity 
to highlight the event, the partnership alignment and increase public awareness. This 
might be collateral, a promotion with integrated brand messaging or advertising contra 
distributed in the lead-up to the event. 

Tailored partnership activities may require additional cash or in-kind investment from the 
partner pending the promotional media chosen. 

B - Providing Partner.



Exclusivity
 
Supplier opportunities are unlimited in our inaugural year of Make Nice. 
 
Brand Exposure
 
You will be acknowledged via text as a supplier on the Make Nice website. You will also 
receive limited inclusion in Make Nice’s social media, e-news, publicity and general 
marketing strategy. 
 
Stakeholder Engagement
 
You will receive an invitation to the opening night event, and will also be able to access 
our discounted VIP price for tickets (until allocation is exhausted). 
 
Networking and Sales
 
Make Nice encourages all partners and sponsors of the Un-Conference to discuss, 
collaborate and leverage their involvement through additional marketing activities and 
promotional channels with each other. 

We suggest you develop a special rate or offer for Make Nice partners and stakeholders 
to consider when planning either promotional activities or engagements.

Tailored Engagement

A partnership with Make Nice includes dedicated marketing or communication activity 
to highlight the event, the partnership alignment and increase public awareness. This 
might be collateral, a promotion with integrated brand messaging or advertising contra 
distributed in the lead-up to the event. 

Tailored partnership activities may require additional cash or in-kind investment from the 
partner pending the promotional media chosen. 

C - Supplier.



Activity Media Partner Providing Partner Supplier 

Tier Exclusivity Five Organisations 10 Organisations Unlimited

Presenting Rights One Session - - 

Brand Exposure - Presented event 
- Logo on all collateral 
- PR Inclusion 

- Logo on all collateral  
   w/ complete partner  
   panel and website 
- Limited Social Media
- Limited PR Inclusion 

- Logo on website
- Limited Social Media
- Limited PR Inclusion 

Stakeholder  
Engagement 

- Invite to MN Events 
- Invite to Opening  
   Night drinks
- Free Tickets  
- Affliliated Event 

- Invite to Opening  
  Night drinks 
- Access to Discount  
   VIP tickets

- Invite to Opening  
   Night drinks
- Access to Discount  
  VIP tickets

Networking and Sales Partner to provide 
special offer and 
promotional materials. 

Partner to provide 
special offer and 
promotional materials.

Partner to provide 
special offer and 
promotional materials.

Tailored Engagement Dedicated marketing 
activity to to highlight 
brand alignment. 

Dedicated marketing 
activity to to highlight 
brand alignment.

Dedicated marketing 
activity to to highlight 
brand alignment.

Exclusive access to 
Make Nice and its 
speakers 

Exclusive access to 
components of Make 
Nice. 

- -

Check it out.



We propose a 2016 partnership between you and Make Nice. It will cover the inaugural 
2016 event on June 2–4 and expire on 31 December, 2016.

Level  Minimum investment 
from Make Nice

Marketing Value from 
your organisation

Total In-Kind

Media Partner $500 AUD ex GST.  
 
In addition to 2 x MN 
passes worth $780. 

$5000 AUD ex GST. $4500 AUD ex GST.

Providing Partner $250 AUD ex GST. $2500 AUD ex GST.  $2250 AUD ex GST.

Supplier $100 AUD ex GST. $1000 AUD ex GST. $900 AUD ex GST.

Term and Investment.



Tess Cameron
Publicity and Marketing Manager
0406 755 178
tess@tesscameron.com 

Join our mailing list at www.make-nice.com.au to receive news, updates and speaker 
announcements, or follow our progress on Instagram or Twitter at @makenice_

Get in touch...

Thank you for 
your time!


